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The Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade Committee has examined
the Pardon for Soldiers of the Great War Bill and recommends that it

be passed with the amendments shown.

Introduction

This bill originally was a Member' s bill, introduced by Mark Peck

MP on 10 September 1998. The bill would grant pardons to five
soldiers of the New Zealand Expeditionary Force executed for mili-

tary offences in the Great War (the First World War of 1914-1918).

Those five soldiers are:

• Private Frank Hughes, who was executed for desertion on
25 August 1916

• Private John Joseph Sweeney, who was executed for deser-
tion on 2 October 1916

• Private John Braithwaite, who was executed for mutiny on
29 October 1916

• Private John King, who was executed for desertion on
19 August 1917
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• Private Victor Manson Spencer, who was executed for deser-
tion on 24 February 1918.

The bill was referred to the Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade
Committee of the Forty-fifth Parliament, which sought advice from
the New Zealand Defence Force and from the Ministry of Justice.

At the suggestion of that committee, the Minister of Defence

appointed Sir Edward Somers, a former Judge of the Court of
Appeal, to consider and report on the extent to which any of the five
soldiers may have been suffering from shell shock at the time of the
offence for which they were convicted. That report, titled Review of
Deaths by Execution in the First World War of 1914-1918, was

presented to the House by the Minister of Defence on 15 October
1999. The bill was subsequently carried forward to the new Parlia-
ment, and Mr Peck requested that this committee proceed to con-
sider the bill.

On 10 April 2000 the Prime Minister indicated that the Government
would give its support to the bill. The bill was formally adopted by
the Government on 3 May 2000 in the name of Hon Mark Burton,
Minister of Veterans' Affairs.

Historical context

New Zealanders in the war

Although there are only four First World War veterans from New
Zealand still alive, all who fought in the First World War stilllive in
the collective memory of New Zealanders. Each Anzac Day
thousands of New Zealanders remember the fallen soldiers at dawn

services. Each city, town and community in the nation has a memo-
rial to those who served in the war. Thousands of young New
Zealanders visit Gallipoli each year as part of their "overseas expe-
rience". They do so not only to pay their respects to those men who
sacrificed their lives in the war, but also to reflect on what the events

of the First World War mean for their identity as New Zealanders in
the twenty-first century.

It has long been said that New Zealand' s identity as a nation was
born on the slopes of the Gallipoli Peninsula and in the fields of the
Western Front. It was there that the young Dominion of New

Zealand proved itself a loyal and valuable member of the British
Empire through the valiant actions of the New Zealand Expedition-
ary Force. However, it was also in the First World War that many
New Zealanders discovered that the price of loyalty to the Empire
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was destruction and death on a scale of horror that is beyond our

imagination. The seeds of our nationalism were germinated in the
muddy battlefields of that war.

Facing the horrors of trench warfare, the New Zealand forces were

bound together by mutual loyalty, camaraderie, and strict discipline.
In our research, we read how the New Zealand military leadership
was determined to produce a fighting force that would match any
other in the Empire. It achieved this by insisting on high standards of
welfare and training for the troops. The military command also
adopted, and possibly exceeded, British standards of military disci-
pline. According to one military historian, Mr Christopher Pugsley,
the New Zealand command was so enthusiastic about the enforce-

ment of discipline that there would have been many more than five
executions if the British chain of command had not "tempered and
corrected New Zealand disciplinary enthusiasm. " 1

We believe that the sacrifices and actions of our soldiers in the First

World War contributed a great deal to the development of our
national identity. As a nation, we owe a debt of gratitude to those
soldiers. Each Anzac Day we collectively recognise that debt and
remember the sacrifices and hardships endured by our forces. How-
ever, there were five soldiers executed during the war whose memo-
ries are still tarnished by the shame of ignominious deaths before
firing squads. We believe that, as a nation, we share in the dishonour

of those soldiers: their deaths, it seems to us, were largely brought
about by the horrific circumstances they were expected to endure,

and a system of discipline that was harsh.

We recommend that a new clause 3E be inserted into the bill stating
that the effect of the pardons is to recognise that the execution of the
five soldiers was not a fate they deserved but was one that resulted
from the harsh discipline that was believed at the time to be required
and the application of the death penalty for military offences being
seen at that time as an essential part of maintaining military disci-
pline.

Shell shock difficult to assess

The preamble to the bill, as introduced, refers to the debilitating
nature of shell shock. However, it is not clear to what extent shell
shock affected the soldiers to whom the bill relates.

' Christopher Pugsley, On the Fringe of Hell. New Zealanders and Military
Discipline in the First World War (Auckland, 1991), p. 296.
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Shell shock is a loose term that includes a wide array of psychologi-
cal conditions. The problematic nature of the term "shell shock" is
discussed at length in the Report of the United Kingdom War Offce

Committee of Enquiry into "Shell-Shock" (1922). This comprehen-

sive report took evidence from many experts and victims of shell
shock who had seen its effects first hand in the First World War. We

have learned from this report that there were numerous approaches
to the diagnosis and treatment of shell shock, that the condition was
poorly understood at the time, and that many soldiers who were

suffering from shell shock were made to take full responsibility for
their psychological state and were subjected to the regular codes of
discipline. 2

Sir Edward Somers was asked by the Minister of Defence to
examine specific questions about the role of shell shock in the cases
of the five soldiers. He was asked to report on:

(a) whether there was sufficient evidence, in any of the five cases
referred to in the bill, to conclude that the soldier was suffer-

ing from shell shock or other stress related disorder; and

(b) if so, whether insufficient account was taken of any such
disorder by the Court Martial (or by the reviewing authority),
in deciding upon conviction and sentencing, such as to make
the conviction and/or execution a miscarriage ofjustice hav-
ing regard to the legal knowledge of the time.

Sir Edward concluded that it is likely that each of these soldiers was
suffering from shell shock or other stress related disorder, but that
the present understanding of shell shock would not have been known
to the courts martial or reviewing officers at the time. Given his
narrow terms of reference, Sir Edward was unable to conclude that

there was sufficient evidence of a miscarriage ofjustice in any of the
five cases at the time. This is understandable, having regard to the
limited legal knowledge and understanding of shell shock during the
First World War. However, we note that our consideration has not

been limited by similar terms of reference.

We are convinced that during the First World War there was inade-
quate knowledge about the nature, effects and treatment of shell
shock. Therefore, we accept the likelihood that some of the soldiers
covered by this bill were suffering from shell shock but were not

2 Report of the United Kingdom War Office Committee of Enquiry into "Shell-
Shock" (1922),pp. 126-7.
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diagnosed with it, and were therefore not responsible for their
actions. However, we are equally convinced that insufficient records

were kept about the psychological condition of these soldiers for us
to diagnose shell shock in retrospect with any certainty.

New preamble

The bill, as introduced, contains a preamble that describes some of
the reasons why the pardons are being sought. It describes the
severity of shell shock, the inhuman conditions of war in the First
World War, the incompetence of officers, the poor morale and health
of the soldiers, and weaknesses in the judicial processes.

We received advice that the preamble to the bill does not accurately
reflect the historical circumstances surrounding the convictions and
sentences of the five soldiers. We therefore recommend that a new

preamble be substituted that refers to the harsh discipline that was
believed at the time to be required and to the dishonour that the
execution of the five soldiers brought both to the soldiers themselves
and to New Zealand.

Definitions of the offences

Mutiny

The term "mutiny" implies collective insubordination, or a combi-
nation of two or more persons to resist or to induce others to resist
lawful military authority. Of the 346 soldiers actually executed in
the First World War, only four of those executed on the Western
Front were executed for mutiny. Private Braithwaite was the second
of those four soldiers.

Desertion

The distinction between desertion and absence without leave is that

the offence of desertion implies "an intention on the part of the
offender either not to return to His Majesty' s service at all, or to

escape some particular important service." On the other hand,
absence without leave is defined as "such short absence, unaccom-

panied by disguise, concealment, or other suspicious circumstances,
as occurs when a soldier does not return to his corps or duty at the
proper time, but on returning is able to show that he did not intend to
quit the service, or to evade the performance of some service so
important as to render the offence desertion," 3

3 Manual of Military Law, 1914, p. 18.

5
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Desertion was the most common offence for which soldiers were

executed in the First World War. Privates Hughes, King, Spencer,
and Sweeney were all executed for desertion. Privates King and
Sweeney were Australians serving in the New Zealand Expedition-
ary Force. If they had been serving as members of the Australian
Imperial Force (AIF), they could not, under the law applying to
members of the AIF, have been executed for that offence.

The convictions

We received several submissions that the convictions of the fi ve

soldiers were not reached in strict accordance with the judicial
procedures and regulations as set out at the time. Mr Peck supplied
us with a great deal of evidence, including copies of the court martial
records of each of the soldiers. We also considered a letter from a

military legal expert, Mr Eric Deane, that had been sent to the
chairperson of the previous Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade
Committee. In this letter, Mr Deane argued persuasively that the
conviction and sentencing of Private Braithwaite were unjust.
Another submitter suggested that the cases of all five soldiers
involved procedural irregularities.

In considering evidence about the safety of the convictions, we have
been mindful that the records of the courts martial are not complete.
They are neither transcripts nor perfect minutes of the proceedings.

Review of death sentences

The legislation covering military courts martial did not provide for
any right of appeal. On conviction, the five soldiers would have
known that their sentence could be death or such lesser sentence as

determined by the court martial and reviewing authorities. But the
first a condemned soldier learned that his sentence of death was in

fact to be carried out was when it was read to him the night before
his execution. It was possible for any convicted soldier to petition
against his conviction or sentence. However, in 1919, a committee

of inquiry into courts martial (the Darling Committee) reported to
the British Parliament that it was possible "that all soldiers are not

aware that any petition against the legality of a conviction or the
severity of a sentence will be considered." 4 The Darling Commit-
tee's conclusions may be applied to the New Zealand forces as the

4 Review of Cases of Servicemen Executed During the First World War Fol-
lowing Trial by Court Martial (UK, 1998), p. 10.
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same military law applied to them under the Expeditionary Forces
Act 1915. We have not discovered any evidence that any of the New

Zealand soldiers were aware of the existence of this right to petition
against conviction or sentence, or that such a right was exercised.

The majority of the Darling Committee concluded that there were
more than sufficient internal safeguards against unjust conviction
and sentence without the need for a right of appeal. Sentences were
checked by: the company commander; commanding officer; bri-
gade, division, corps and army commanders "for each of them to
add their views as to whether the sentence should be commuted or

confirmed"; the Judge Advocate-General's office; and finally the
Commander-in-Chief. 5 The majority opinion in the Darling inquiry
reported that "a Commander-in-Chief, who is entrusted with the
safety of his Army, must not be fettered in his decision as to a point
which so vitally affects the discipline of the Army. The essence of
military punishments is that they should be exemplary and speedy
....An exemplary punishment speedily carried out may prevent a
Mutiny from spreading or save an Army from defeat." 6

We acknowledge the fact that military justice must be swift and
expeditious, and that it is, in essence, exemplary justice. We also
acknowledge that there were internal safeguards against unjust con-
viction and sentence. In 23 cases, these safeguards resulted in the
quashing, suspension, remittal or commutation of death sentences. 7
However, in the five cases we have examined, we are persuaded that
these safeguards failed, with the result that five men were executed
for the sake of example and at the expense ofjustice. In our opinion,
they ought not to have been.

Appropriateness of the death penalty

We are conscious of the argument that the five executed soldiers
deserved a significantly more severe sentence than other soldiers
because they had committed more severe offences. Their cases were
all reviewed at several levels of the military hierarchy in accordance
with judicial procedure, and the sentences were then confirmed in
light of the circumstances prevailing at the time and the severity of
the offences. It has been argued that pardoning the five executed

5 See for example Pugsley, p. 106.
6 Review of Cases of Servicemen Executed (UK, 1998), p. 11.
7 According to official records, 28 soldiers were sentenced to death in the New

Zealand Expeditionary Force during the First World War. However, files
indicate that another three soldiers may have been sentenced to death before
having their sentences quashed.

7
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men would create the anomaly of exonerating only those considered
by the military authorities at the time to be the very worst offenders.

However, we do not find this argument persuasive.

It is more likely that the death sentence was often carried out as a
strategy of disciplinary policy at the expense of justice or consis-
tency. It is therefore difficult to argue that execution was a meet and
fitting punishment for the crimes of the five executed soldiers.

The report of Sir Edward Somers includes the following summary of
the five cases:

The difficulties in assessing the merits or otherwise of the sentences
imposed on the five soldiers are obvious. The events took place over 80
years ago in a climate wholly removed from that of today. The attitudes of
authority must have been heavily weighted by the need for hard discipline
against the background of the appalling number of casualties in the
trenches.

Little is known of Private Hughes. He was aged 28 and was a builder's
labourer before joining the Army. It is to his credit that he enlisted. The
impression one is left with is that he was simply unable to cope with the
reality of war in the trenches. The mental, and perhaps physical, stress of
such warfare along with his apparent unpopularity seems likely to have
dominated or controlled his actions. The likelihood is that he was not

mentally fit to fight.

Private Sweeney was of a different calibre. His tunnelling work at Galli-
poli, leading to his stay in hospital in Cairo, must I think have affected his
nervous system. His battalion commander in France, as mentioned above,
evidently thought this work was of little consequence. It seems much
more likely that the stress caused by it affected his whole being to the
extent that he suffered from some type of trauma.

The case of Private Braithwaite is of yet another kind. He was evidently a
man of considerable character and one ready and willing to assist those he
saw in need. The activity which led to his death occurred while he was in
prison. Viewed now, what he did seems trivial so far as the criminal
aspect is concerned. His acts were the response of his own generous
nature; to the military he interfered in mutinous behaviour by others.

Private King is recorded as having been a good soldier in the trenches in
Gallipoli though back in Egypt his behaviour was otherwise. In France he
was again described as a good soldier while in the trenches for ten days.
His character then appears to have changed. It seems probable that he was
unable to cope any longer-in short he had exhausted his ability to
continue to fight. His case seems to follow closely that of Private
Sweeney.

Private Spencer was another recorded as a good soldier in Gallipoli. He
continued as such in France until July 1916 when he was blown up in the
trenches and admitted to hospital suffering from shell shock. He deserted
in August 1917, was arrested on 2 January 1918 and tried 15 days later.
He claimed to be, and in all probability was, still so suffering when he
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deserted. If he was not then in that condition he had at least reached the

point at which he could soldier no longer.

We consider that these comments are an accurate summation of the

case histories of the five soldiers. An outline of the case histories of

each of the soldiers may be found in Christopher Pugsley's book, On
the Fringe of Hell. This book was used by Sir Edward Somers to
provide background to the events set out in his report.

Having considered the report of Sir Edward Somers along with a
large amount of further information, we are led inevitably to the
conclusion that none of these five men deserved to be executed.

Effect of pardons

We recommend that a new clause be inserted into the bill stating that
the effect of the pardons is to recognise that the execution of the five
soldiers was not a fate they deserved but was one that resulted from
the harsh discipline that was believed at the time to be required and
the application of the death penalty for military offences being seen
at that time as an essential part of maintaining military discipline.

Exceptional circumstances

The factor that makes the cases of these five soldiers exceptional is
that they were executed by firing squad after being sentenced to
death by court martial. Twenty-three other New Zealand soldiers
were also sentenced to death during the First World War, but those
sentences were quashed, remitted, suspended, or commuted to
imprisonment. Mr Peck suggested to us that the crucial factor distin-
guishing these five soldiers from the others is that they "did not live
to tell their tale" whereas the other convicted soldiers had the oppor-
tunity to redeem themselves in combat or in civilian life. An exe-

cuted sentence of death is a permanent sentence, with no opportunity
for appeal and no possibility of redemption.

It is clear from Mr Pugsley's book that many soldiers, rather than
endure military dishonour, were willing to go back into action in the
front line because "It was a chance to win remission of sentence for

gallantry or be killed." 8 Some convicted soldiers were even able to
win the praise of Major-General Russell for their subsequent gal-
lantry in battle.

Execution deprived a soldier both of any opportunity of redeeming
himself in battle, through gallantry or death, and of reconstructing

8 Pugsley, op. cit„ p. 117.

9
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his reputation through contributions in civilian life. An executed
soldier had his life frozen at a moment of the most profound shame.

The executions have a continuing effect on the families

We heard about the extent to which the families of the five executed

soldiers were affected by, and are still affected by, the executions.
Notwithstanding the fact that the sentence of death has not been
imposed for similar offences since the First World War, the families
of the fi ve soldiers continue to endure the effects of the sentences

executed more than 80 years ago.

Mr Spencer Morrison told us how the execution of his relative,
Private Victor Spencer, is felt as a disgraceful episode in the history
of a family which has a strong military tradition. The execution is a
skeleton in the closet and has not been openly spoken about before
this time. The family of Private Spencer was aware that the wider
community of Bluff knew about the execution, but never mentioned
it as it has always been regarded as a "dirty secret".

We heard that although military officials did their best to keep
information about the executions private, the facts were widely
known through letters home and the stories of returning soldiers.
Historian Warwick Johnston told us about one family that was
forced to move from the city they lived in because of the shame they
felt at their son's execution. We were told by Mr Johnston that this
family are still reluctant to talk about the execution to this day.

Mr Peck informed us that the father of one soldier committed suicide

out of grief when the news of his son's execution was finally made
public several years after the end of the war. We also heard that
Private Braithwaite came from a well-known Dunedin family and
that his father had served as mayor of that city. We have no doubt
that the news of Private Braithwaite's execution would have reached

Dunedin and affected the standing of his family in the community.

All of the submissions we received supported the bill and affirmed
that these pardons would remove the stigma from the families and
provide relief from over 80 years of grief and shame.

Offences should be specifically named

The bill, as introduced, grants a pardon to each of the soldiers
without specifying the offences for which they are being pardoned.
We consider that this clause needs clarification. We therefore rec-

ommend that clause 3 be replaced with new clauses 3 to 3D that
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name each of the soldiers in turn and specify the offences for which

the soldiers are being pardoned.

Government to restore memory

As drafted, clause 4 of the bill would require the Government "to
take all reasonable steps to restore the memory of the soldiers." We

are concerned that this clause imposes an unspecified liability on the
Crown. Therefore, we recommend that clause 4 be replaced with a
clause that limits the Crown's responsibilities to those which it
considers, in its opinion, to be reasonable or desirable to restore the

memory of the soldiers. We recommend, in addition to this, that the

Crown be required to note the pardons granted to the soldiers in its
official records and on the soldiers' files, and to inform the Com-

monwealth War Graves Commission that the pardons have been

granted.

Furthermore, we recommend that there be inserted into the bill a

new clause 5 that clearly states that the pardons could not be used as
the basis for any claim for compensation.

Conclusion

This bill, as introduced, would have granted pardons to five soldiers,

all executed during the First World War, where there is evidence of

shell shock or other illness. The report of Sir Edward Somers con-
cluded that there was insufficient evidence of shell shock to establish

a miscarriage of justice, given that, according to the knowledge of
the day and the nature of military discipline in the First World War, a
plea of shell shock would not necessarily have been accepted as a
defence for a serious offence, or as a mitigating factor in sentencing.

However, this committee has not been confined in its examination of

the cases to the question of shell shock. In our determinations, we
have also taken into account the unique nature of the military disci-
pline that was thought at the time to be necessary. We have given
weight to the effect that the executions had, and continue to have, on
the families of the soldiers. We have also accepted that the execu-
tions did a dishonour to our national history as well as to the soldiers.

In our consideration, we were struck how each of the five cases was

unique, yet all involved a combination of events and circumstances
that, seen from this distance, left us with the strong impression that
each of the soldiers should not have been executed. This bill does

not attempt to change the facts of what happened, or to rewrite

11
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history. However, it makes the point that justice was not served by
the executions of these soldiers.

On balance, and after much consideration, we have decided that the

unique circumstances of these cases deserve to be addressed through
a unique piece of legislation. We have therefore recommended that
this bill be passed with the proposed amendments.

We would like to acknowledge the efforts of Mark Peck MP in
bringing this matter to Parliament' s attention. We would also like to
thank those people who made submissions to the committee. The
submitters on this bill were particularly passionate about the par-
dons. In particular, we would like to acknowledge the families of the
executed soldiers. We hope that this bill, as much as is now possible,
brings to a conclusion what is a very sad episode in our national
history and the histories of those five families.
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Appendix

Committee process

The Pardon for Soldiers of the Great War Bill was referred to the

Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade Committee of the Forty-fifth
Parliament on 23 September 1998, and was subsequently carried
forward to the new Parliament. The closing date for submissions
was 24 March 2000. We received and considered nine submissions

from interested groups and individuals. We heard three submissions

orally. Hearing evidence took one hour and 18 minutes and consi-
deration took four hours and 41 minutes.

We received advice from the Ministry of Justice, the New Zealand

Defence Force, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade and the
Parliamentary Counsel Office.

Committee membership

Graham Kelly (Chairperson)
Chris Carter (Deputy Chairperson)
Peter Brown (from 16 March 2000)

Harry Duynhoven
Hon Marie Hasler

Keith Locke

Hon John Luxton

Ron Mark (until 2 March 2000)
H V Ross Robertson

Rt Hon Simon Upton

Submissions

Submissions were received from the following:

1W Eric Beveridge
2W Frank Ryan

3W Hugh Fraser
4W G. R. Bolderston

5 Spencer Morrison

6W Margaret Aitken
7W S. C. Smith

8 Derek Round

9 Warwick Johnston
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Key to symbols used in reprinted bill

As reported from a select committee

Struck out (unanimous)

1 i

Subject to this Act, Text struck out unanimously

New (unanimous)

Subject to this Act,

(Subject to this Act,)

Subject to this Act,

Note:

Text inserted unanimously

Words struck out unanimously

Words inserted unanimously

This bill has been reformatted in accordance with the resolution of the
House of 22 December 1999.
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1A

2

2A

3

3A

3B

Hon Mark Burton

Pardon for Soldiers of the Great War Bill

Government Bill

Preamble

Title

Commencement

Act to bind the Crown

Purpose
Pardon of Private Braithwaite

Pardon of Private Hughes

Pardon of Private King

Preamble

Contents

3C Pardon of Private Spencer
3D Pardon of Private Sweeney

3E Effect of pardons

4 Restoration of memory

5 Act not to create right to

compensation
6 Scope of Act

Struck out (unanimous)

1 1

WHEREAS

A. A number of New Zealand soldiers serving in the Great War
of 1914 to 1918 were executed by firing squad for desertion 5
and mutiny:

B. It is now understood that shell shock is a seriously debilitating
condition causing serious behaviour disorder, for which vet-
erans of recent conflicts are paid a disability benefit:

C. It is now an historically recognised fact that the conditions of 10
war in the Great War were inhuman in the extreme, with

military campaigns embarked upon which it is now known
were fraught with incompetence on the part of those in com-
mand:

D. Low morale and disease were rife among soldiers engaged in 15
such combat:

E. It is now recognised that due to the circumstances of the
times, the standard of military judicial process prevailing was
such that in retrospect there cannot be faith in the justness of
the verdicts: 20

1
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2

2

Preamble

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Pardon for Soldiers of the Great War

New (unanimous)

In the Great War, 5 soldiers of the New Zealand Expedition-
ary Force were executed, after trial by court martial, for cer-
tain offences:

They were all volunteers: 5
One was executed for the offence of mutiny:

The other 4 were executed for the offence of desertion:

Their execution was not a fate that they deserved but was one
that resulted from-

(a) the harsh discipline that was believed at the time to be 10

required; and
(b) the application of the death penalty for military

offences being seen at that time as an essential part of

maintaining military discipline:

The execution of those 5 soldiers brought dishonour to both 15
the soldiers themselves and New Zealand:

It is now desired to remove, so far as practicable, the dis-

honour that the execution of those 5 soldiers brought to those
soldiers and their families:

The Parliament of New Zealand therefore enacts as follows: 20

1A

Title

This Act is the Pardon for Soldiers of the Great War Act 1998.

Commencement

This Act comes into force on the day after the date on which it

receives the Royal assent. 25

Act to bind the Crown

This Act binds the Crown.

1 1
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3

(1)

3

(1)

(2)

(2)

1

2A

Pardon for Soldiers of the Great War

New (unanimous)

el 3

Purpose

The purpose of this Act is-
(a) to pardon 5 soldiers of the New Zealand Expeditionary

Force who served as volunteers in the Great War and 5

who were executed in 1 case for mutiny and in the other
4 cases for desertion; and

(b) to remove, so far as practicable, the dishonour that the
execution of those 5 soldiers brought to those soldiers
and their families. 10

Struck out (unanimous)

Grant of pardon

Each New Zealand soldier specified in the Schedule of this
Act, being a soldier who served in the Great War of 1914 to
1918 and who was executed by firing squad, is deemed to 15
have been granted a free pardon in respect of his offence.

The effect of that pardon is to nullify any degradations and
penalties imposed on that soldier in relation to his offence.

New (unanimous)

Pardon of Private Braithwaite 20

Private John Braithwaite, regimental number 24/1521, a
member of the 2nd Battalion, Otago Regiment,-

(a) who was charged with having committed on 28 August
1916 the offence of mutiny; and

(b) who, by a General Court Martial held on 11 October 25
1916, was convicted of that offence and sentenced to

death; and

(c) who was, after the sentence of death had been con-

firmed, executed by firing squad in accordance with that
sentence on 29 October 1916,- 30

is, by this Act, granted a pardon for that offence of mutiny.

The soldier to whom subsection (1) relates (who originally
enlisted as a volunteer under the name of Jack Braithwaite on

29 May 1915 and was then given the regimental number of

3

1

1 1

1 1

1 1
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cl 3 Pardon for Soldiers of the Great War

New (unanimous)

24/58) was re-attested under the name of John Braithwaite on

10 November 1915 and was then given the regimental number
24/1521.

3A Pardon of Private Hughes 5
Private Frank Hughes, regimental number 24/2008, a member
of the 2nd Battalion, Canterbury Regiment,-
(a) who was charged with having committed on 29 July

1916 the offence of desertion; and

(b) who was, by a Field General Court Martial held on 10
12 August 1916, convicted of that offence and sen-
tenced to death; and

(c) who was, after the sentence of death had been con-

firmed, executed by firing squad in accordance with that

sentence on 25 August 1916,- 15
is, by this Act, granted a pardon for that offence of desertion.

3B Pardon of Private King
Private John King, regimental number 6/1598, a member of
the 1 st Battalion, Canterbury Regiment,-

(a) who was charged with having committed on 30 May 20
1917 the offence of desertion; and

(b) who was, by a Field General Court Martial held on
5 August 1917, convicted of that offence and sentenced
to death; and

(c) who was, after the sentence of death had been con- 25

firmed, executed by firing squad in accordance with that
sentence on 19 August 1917,-

is, by this Act, granted a pardon for that offence of desertion.

3C Pardon of Private Spencer

Private Victor Manson Spencer, regimental number 8/2733, a 30
member of the 1 st Battalion, Otago Regiment,-
(a) who was charged with having committed on 13 August

1917 the offence of desertion; and

(b) who was, by a Field General Court Martial held on
17 January 1918, convicted of that offence and sen- 35
tenced to death; and

1 1
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New (unanimous)

cl 3E

(c) who was again sentenced to death on 29 January 1918
after the Field General Court Martial had revised its

finding and had convicted him of having committed the
offence of desertion not on 13 August 1917 but on 5
25 August 1917; and

(d) who was, after the sentence of death imposed on him on
29 January 1918 had been confirmed, executed by firing

squad in accordance with that sentence on 24 February
1918,- 10

is, by this Act, granted a pardon for that offence of desertion.

3D Pardon of Private Sweeney

Private John Joseph Sweeney, regimental number 5/1384, a

member of the 1 st Battalion, Otago Regiment,-
(a) who was charged with having committed on 25 July 15

1916 the offence of desertion; and

(b) who was, by a Field General Court Martial held on

13 September 1916, convicted of that offence and sen-
tenced to death; and

(c) who was, after the sentence of death had been con- 20

firmed, executed by firing squad in accordance with that
sentence on 2 October 1916,-

is, by this Act, granted a pardon for that offence of desertion.

3E Effect of pardons

The pardons effected by sections 3 to 3D recognise that the 25

execution of the 5 soldiers to whom those pardons are granted

was not a fate that they deserved but was one that resulted
from--

(a) the harsh discipline that was believed at the time to be

required; and 30

(b) the application of the death penalty for military

offences being seen at that time as an essential part of
maintaining military discipline.

5

1 1

1
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Struck out (unanimous)

1 1

4 Restoration of memory and esteem
The Government of New Zealand must take all reasonable

steps to restore the memory of the soldiers specified in the
Schedule of this Act and the esteem in which they are held. 5

I

New (unanimous)

4 Restoration of memory
The Government of New Zealand must, in relation to each

soldier granted a pardon by this Act,-
(a) note in its official records and, in particular, on the 10

personal file of the soldier, the pardon granted to him
and its effect; and

(b) notify the Commonwealth War Graves Commission of
the pardon granted to the soldier by this Act; and

(c) take such other steps as, in its opinion, are reasonable or 15
desirable to restore the memory of the soldiers granted
pardons by this Act.

5 Act not to create right to compensation
Nothing in this Act-

(a) confers any right to compensation; or 20
(b) is to be relied on in any proceedings as a basis for any

claim to compensation,-
(i) for harm caused by; or
(ii) losses claimed to have flowed from the conse-

quences of- 25
any of the convictions specified in sections 3 to 3D.

6 Scope of Act
This Act-

(a) has effect only in relation to the offences and convic-
tions specified in sections 3 to 30; and 30

(b) is not to be regarded as having effect in relation to any
other offence or any other conviction.

1

1
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Struck out (unanimous)

Schedule

Soldiers Pardoned

Name of Soldier Rank Serial No Regiment

BRAITHWAI'IE, Jack Pte

HUGHES, Frank Pte

KING, John Pte

SPENCER, Victor, M. Pte

SWEENEY. John. J. Pte

24/1521

24/2008

6/1598

8/2733

5/1384

2/Otago

2/Canterbury

1/Canterbury

1/Otago

1/Otago

offence

Mutiny

Desertion

Desertion

Desertion

Desertion

Schedule

Date Of
Execution

29/10/1916

25/08/1916

19/08/1917

24/02/1918

02/10/1916

s 3
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